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In Defense of the Closed Primary

Bethany Dixon

The unprecedented inflammatory rhetoric of the 2016 Presidential election catapulted what would have already been the top news story of the year into something that appeared to be more like a sensational reality show than an election. This past year election news was the biggest news story. It is not surprising, because the country faced contentious primary elections followed by the most talked about general election in recent history.

The Supreme Court has held that states must allow independent voters to vote in primaries if the party wishes to allow independents to do so. As stated by the U.S. Supreme Court, "the representative democracy in any populous unit of governance is unimaginable without the ability of citizens to band together in promoting electoral candidates who espouse the citizens’ political views." Prior to 1902, political parties used conventions and caucuses to decide which candidates would run in the general election. In 1902, Wisconsin passed the first primary law and within 15 years 46 states followed suit. The primary system meant to put the decision in the hands of the general public rather than just the party elite. The Supreme Court has recognized that when there is not an indication that a party wants to open its primary to voters other than those in the party, the closed primary does not violate the constitutional rights of non-party voters.

THE AMERICAN PRIMARY SYSTEM

Today we have three categories of primaries: closed, open and blanket. In 29 states, primaries are closed. Closed primaries require that voters declare a party affiliation and only vote in that party’s primary. In some states voters
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must declare party affiliation far before the primary while other states allow voters to declare a party affiliation very close to the election.\textsuperscript{10} Anyone who is not registered prior to the primary cannot participate in the primary.\textsuperscript{11} Closed primaries, are the most basic of the categories.\textsuperscript{12} In open primaries however, voters can vote in any single primary.\textsuperscript{13} Essentially, the voter forms no party affiliation until receiving the ballot.\textsuperscript{14} The blanket primary is not currently in use by any state.\textsuperscript{15} “In blanket primaries the voters may vote for candidates of different parties for different offices on the same ballot.”\textsuperscript{16} In a blanket primary the voter doesn’t have to have a party affiliation until casting their vote.\textsuperscript{17}

The Court invalidated the blanket primary in California Democratic Party v. Jones.\textsuperscript{18} The Court held that the blanket primary interfered with the party’s right of association by allowing non-party members to “interfere” with the party’s choice.\textsuperscript{19} Justice Stevens stated in his dissent that under the Court’s analysis in the case, a semi-closed primary would likely survive the Court’s thinking but an open primary likely would not.\textsuperscript{20}

The semi-closed primary is like the closed primary in that voters are required to register with the party they want to vote for prior to the primary. However registration can be easier.\textsuperscript{21} In states with a semi-closed primary, unaffiliated voters can either register with the party for the duration of the primary, or the act of participating in the party is considered to be a registration with that party.\textsuperscript{22} In some states there are primary hybrids allowing unaffiliated voters to vote in a primary only if they have never voted in a primary.\textsuperscript{23}

There is a growing sense of dissatisfaction among voters with the current system, particularly from the closed primary system in place in many states. In May 2016, a federal judge dismissed a lawsuit regarding Montana’s closed pri-
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primary system.\textsuperscript{24} The \textit{Post Register} stated “U.S. District Judge Brian Morris dismissed the lawsuit by the Montana Republican Party and 10 GOP county central committees that claimed open primaries allow Democrats and independent voters to influence the outcome of their elections.”\textsuperscript{25} Montana’s Secretary of State, Linda McCulloch argued that closing the primaries would shift the power the voters hold to party leaders.\textsuperscript{26}

After losing the New York primary, Senator Bernie Sanders criticized the New York primary system saying: “Today, 3 million people in the state of New York who are independents have lost their right to vote in the Democratic or Republican primary. That’s wrong.”\textsuperscript{27} Where Senator Sanders sees voter disenfranchisement, Secretary Clinton favors closed primaries. Interestingly, Sanders does better with voters registered as independents while Clinton does better with voters who strictly identify as Democrats.\textsuperscript{28}

Proponents of closed primaries argue that it gives independents an incentive to register with one of the two parties and rewards becoming a “team player.”\textsuperscript{29} A loyal member of the party can develop resentment over the idea of someone with no party loyalty getting a say in who will represent the party in the most important election.\textsuperscript{30} Some critics worry that people who only turn out to vote every four years will not be committed to the smaller state and local elections: “It takes party members to win critical down-ballot seats, and party leaders want to do what they can to turn interested voters into loyal partisans.”\textsuperscript{31}

The Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of closed primaries.\textsuperscript{32} States may prevent voters registered in other parties from voting in their primary.\textsuperscript{33} The Court has also upheld the constitutionality of open primaries.\textsuperscript{34}
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DEADLINES AND PARTY RAIDING

New York law has come under fire more than once. In *Rosario v. Rockefeller* the Court held that New York’s closed primary deadline was constitutional. The Court stated: “It did not absolutely disenfranchise the class to which the petitioners belong – newly registered voters who were eligible to enroll in a party before the previous election. Rather, the statute merely imposed a time deadline on their enrollment, which they had to meet in order to participate in the next primary.”

A minority of states require voters to affiliate with a party in advance of a primary to participate. Jonathan Brater of the Brennan Center for Justice at New York University School of Law explained that in New York “we have a particularly restrictive system for participating in primaries.” New York requires that voters register with their party about six months prior to the primary. This led to a number of voters ineligible to vote in the New York primary, which Senator Sanders lamented after the election. However, it was not just prospective Democratic voters who were shut out. Republican candidate Donald Trump’s son, Eric and daughter, Ivanka, were not registered with the Republican party prior to the New York primary and were unable to participate. As Brater explained, “This year that [deadline] resulted in lots of New Yorkers including the children of one of the presidential candidates not being able to participate, so states should be looking at in the very least moving the affiliation deadline closer to the election so that people aren’t shut out because they weren’t paying attention six months before the election was held.”
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New York law does not lock someone into a particular party forever.\textsuperscript{45} As the Court pointed out in \textit{Rosario}, a voter can vote in a different primary every year;\textsuperscript{46} they would just need to abide by the deadline and register for a different primary by that deadline.\textsuperscript{47} The Court explained: "The purpose of New York's delayed-enrollment scheme, we are told, is to inhibit 'raiding' whereby voters in sympathy with one party designate themselves as voters of another party so as to influence or determine the results of the other party's primary."\textsuperscript{48} It is often argued that closed primaries prevent that party's opponents voting for the weakest opponent.\textsuperscript{49} Early in the 2016 election, liberals strategically voted against Donald Trump in the Virginia primaries.\textsuperscript{50} In that primary many Democrats felt that the anti-Trump votes was more important than voting in their own primary.\textsuperscript{51} This is reminiscent of the 2008 election when Rush Limbaugh encouraged his listeners to vote strategically for Hillary Clinton in order to prolong the Democratic Primary in an initiative he called "Operation Chaos."

\textbf{POLITICAL PARTIES AS PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS}

In \textit{Nader v. Schaffer} two registered voters who were not affiliated with a party brought suit stating that Connecticut's closed primary violated their right of association because they were not permitted to participate in the closed primary.\textsuperscript{52} In using a balancing test the Court decided that the rights of the party to keep nonparty members from participating in the closed primary outweighed the voters' desire to participate in the party by voting in the primary.\textsuperscript{53} The Court made specific note of the fact that voters had not made any effort to participate in the party activities prior to trying to vote in the party's primary.\textsuperscript{54}
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Political parties are inherently private organizations that believe they should be able to determine the criteria for membership and eligibility for running for office and voting. Allowing voters affiliated with one political party to choose to vote in the primaries of other parties sets up a potential contest between the voter’s party loyalty and her desire to support a very attractive candidate in another party.55 The current support for open primaries is representative of a growing population that dislikes partisanship.56 There is a type of voter in modern America who votes “for the man and not the party.” This is in direct conflict with political parties’ goal for primaries. For parties, the primary is meant to resolve “ideological struggles within a political party.”57

CONCLUSION

Closed primaries require that voters declare a party affiliation and only vote in that party’s primary. Proponents of closed primaries argue that it gives independents an incentive to register with one of the two parties and rewards becoming a “team player.” A minority of states, including New York, require voters to affiliate with a party in advance of a primary to participate. In *Rosario v. Rockefeller*, the Supreme Court explained: “The purpose of New York’s delayed-enrollment scheme, we are told, is to inhibit ‘raiding’ whereby voters in sympathy with one party designate themselves as voters of another party so as to influence or determine the results of the other party’s primary.” In *Nader v. Schaffer* the Court held that the rights of the party to keep nonparty members from participating in the closed primary outweighed the voters’ desire to participate in the party by voting in the primary. Political parties are inherently private organizations that believe they should be able to determine the criteria for membership and eligibility for running for office and voting.
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